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Abstract  
Since energy meters became more advanced and able to send data 

remotely, energy suppliers have had a need to keep their data managed. 

This gave birth to energy management systems which gather data from 

energy meters. However, for every type of meter there needs to be a 

specialization in the management system. 

Smart Metering Language (SML) is a protocol which was created to 

transfer meter data in as simple way as possible. Implementing the 

protocol would result in simpler and less vendor-specific solutions for 

energy management systems. 

This report follows the process of developing an adaptor between a 

device using the SML protocol and a system that manages energy 

meters. The thesis uses different parts of the development process in 

able to show specializations which were needed by the test device and 

its vendor.   

The result sums up the experience of developing an adaptor and the 

specializations which are needed in the SML protocol. 

Keywords: Electrical energy meters, C++, Smart Metering Language, 

Energy management 
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Terminology 
MUC  Multi-utility Controller, used to gather data from 

electrical energy meters 

Powel ELIN An energy management system which uses adaptors for 

interfacing different kinds of electrical energy meters in 

order to gather and to manage data. 

Adaptor An extension that gives the Powel ELIN system a 

hardware-to-software connection to a me-

ter/concentrator 

MBUS A protocol for reading remote data from energy meters 

CP Communication Point, a device where Powel ELIN 

gathers data from, e.g. different kinds of meters or con-

centrators. 

Concentrator   A concentrator is a type of Communication Point used 

for aggregating data from meters. 

OBIS   Object Identification System, are codes made to handle 

identification of different functions in communication 

points. 

CRC16  Cyclic redundancy check (16 bits) is a technique used for 

finding errors during data transfer.  The checksum con-

sists of 2 bytes that corresponds to whether the data 

package is undamaged or not. 

ASN.1  Abstract Syntax Notation, a standardized language used 

to represent data in an abstract way. 

WMBUS Wireless MBUS protocol. 

eHZ Four-pin jack used for meter data transfer.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background  

In the line of energy management, the use of standardization is thin. 

Data needs to be delivered in a homogenous way in systems that stores 

information from electrical energy meters. 

This report questions the possibility of standardization within the 

development of adaptors. This will be tested in the context of the Powel 

ELIN system, which was created to communicate, gather and to store 

data from electrical energy meters. [1] Adaptors create extensions, 

making Powel ELIN able to collect data from different CPs (“Communi-

cation Points”). A CP can be either a meter or a MUC (“Multi-Utility 

Controller”). A multi-utility controller works as a gateway/multiplexer 

and can gather from multiple types of meters.  

To achieve this, the SML protocol will be used. SML stands for Smart 

Metering Language and is a protocol that was created to make commu-

nication between systems like Powel ELIN and communication points 

easier. [2] SML is integrated by meter vendors and is used while send-

ing/receiving data to/from communication points.  

This will be tested using a concentrator called ZDUE-GPRS-MUC by the 

manufacturer Dr. Neuhaus.  

1.2 Problem  

By hypothesis, the SML protocol is vendor independent and needs 

customization with both the SML protocol and vendor specific applica-

tion layer.  

Today, Powel’s management system does not interface any meters or 

concentrators using the SML protocol. The protocol is also relatively 

unknown within the organization. Hopefully this thesis will give an 

insight in how much of the adaptor development is dedicated to use the 

SML protocol and vendor specific features. 

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to give two results: 
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 Deliver an adaptor for Powel, which may be used for customers in the 

future.   

 Prove the hypothesis that SML is a vendor dependent protocol 

1.4 Scope 

An adaptor should be able to support many different operations in 

order to cooperate with meters. However, due to time limitations and 

the broad learning curve for this project, only 1 basic operation for the 

adaptor is expected to be finished. This function will be to set the device 

time.                  
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2 Background material 
 

2.1 Smart meters 

Electrical meters used to be read by employees of electric providers. In 

later days, there are more advanced systems which read meter data 

automatically. In comparison to old meters, modern meters have the 

ability to communicate and transfer data in different ways such as 

remote and automatic readings. 

2.2 Powel Energy Management 

Powel Energy Management is a leading software provider within the 

field of energy management. The organization offers a broad set of 

services for companies delivering different sorts of energy to customers. 

Powel Energy Management was founded in Norway 1996 and has as of 

today 240 employees, where 50 work in Sweden. Powel Östersund was 

previously called Tuben Teknik but was purchased by Powel AS in 

2005. [3][4] 

The organization has a wide range of services: 

  

Fig 2.2.1: The illustration shows different services which is Powel offers. 
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2.3 Powel ELIN 

Powel ELIN is a platform made for automatically managing meters and 

meter data. The system offers to organize customer properties, by a 

wide range of options. Powel ELIN also allows creating schedules for 

gathering meter data. This data can later be stored and analyzed within 

the Powel ELIN system. Depending on the requirements, Powel ELIN is 

open to integrate any type of meter equipment using adaptors to 

implement specific protocols. [1] 

 

Fig 2.3.1: This illustration shows how the Powel ELIN system is used. 

The data from communications points is gathered by the adaptor, which 

is run on the communication server. The base server then handles the 

data received by the communication server. 

2.4 Powel ELIN adaptors 

The adaptor is the part of Powel ELIN which communicates with the 

CP. Adaptors talk the same language as the CP, making it possible to 

gather data.  First off, it handles basic communication with the meter. 

Once data has been received the adaptor converts the result into a 

format which the rest of the ELIN system can read. 

Adaptors in Powel ELIN are always written in C++, using Borland 

Builder 6. By using a special framework made for the development of 

adaptors, an adaptor specialized for a certain device may be created. 

The functions for the adaptors remain fundamental.  However, since 

there are different protocols used by different vendors, each adaptor 

must be handled uniquely. 
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Some of the common tasks that an adaptor should be able to handle are 

the following: 

 Read communication point configuration 

 Read meter data  

 Read specific meter data 

 Set communication point time 

A Powel ELIN adaptor consists of several parts which make the adaptor 

operable with the system. Inside of the adaptor there are two units, 

ComSrv (“Com service”) and ProcSrv (“Proc service”). ComSrv handles 

the direct communication with the communication point. ProcSrv uses 

data that has been gathered by the Com unit and sends it to Powel 

ELIN, where it can be stored.  

 

Fig. 2.1: The illustration explains how data is gathered from a communication 

point. 
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First, the COM unit talks to the communication point to get the data that 

has been requested. If the communication point possesses any underly-

ing meters, these are collected and forwarded to the communication 

point which returns it to the COM unit. Once the proper data has been 

received, the COM unit sends a file with raw data to the PROC unit. The 

PROC unit then converts the data readable to the TSM.  

2.5 The Open Systems Interconnection model  

Since this thesis contains a lot of network related information, it is 

crucial to understand the different layer that exists within the OSI-

model (Open Systems Interconnection model). There are 7 different 

layers in the OSI-model. These layers represent the steps that data 

passes through when sent or received. [6][7] 

 

Fig. 2.5.1: Shows the different layers of the OSI-model. 

Layer 1: Physical 

This layer represents the actual connection with devices. It mostly 

handles bits and serves to establish a connection with the communica-

tion medium.    

Layer 2: Data Link 

The data link layer provides ways of detecting possible errors found 

after the physical layer but also to give a way for the data to transfer up 

to the next layers. 

Layer 3: Network 
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To give a data package a destination and origin, the network layer is 

used to give addresses in order to navigate the data package. 

Layer 4: Transport 

The transport layer is the link between lower layers and the end user. 

One of its most important tasks is to check and restore errors as well as 

controlling the flow of data. 

Layer 5: Session 

In order to establish connections, the session layer exists to open, close 

and to manage connections between computers. 

Layer 6: Presentation 

Since the application layer uses a different, more user-friendly format, 

the presentation layers task is to give the application layer proper data 

representation. 

Layer 7: Application  

This layer is closest to the end-user and interacts directly under software 

applications. 

2.6 Smart Metering Language 

As mentioned earlier, data collection to the Powel ELIN platform is 

possible by creating customized adaptors for each metering device. 

Communication points usually have the same way of exchanging data, 

since it follows the basic OSI model. However, while the data transfer 

remains the same, the application layer is the one that faces the Powel 

ELIN system.  

Meter data have been converted to the same format once it reaches 

Powel ELIN. However, the application protocol may vary depending on 

the communication point. This is why SML (“Smart Metering Lan-

guage”) was developed; in order to create a standard protocol dedicated 

to meters, giving away data in as simple way as possible.   

Data within SML is divided into messages that are sent in a file. There 

are three kinds of files that are transferred; request, response or a 

combo-file. The request file is used for to ask for data, response is used 

to return data and a combo-file contains both these qualities.  
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SML packages are created by transforming device data into the form 

that SML specifies. SML is based upon ASN.1 (“Abstract Syntax Nota-

tion one”). ASN.1 is a standard language used to represent data in an 

abstract way. Without this abstraction the data is represented by mere 

binary code which makes it hard to get a proper overview of. [7][8] 

When using the ASN.1-standard, it is common to use BER (Basic Encod-

ing Rules). BER gives technical information how packages should be 

described in binary form. [7][9] While BER defines data divided in 

type/length/value, SML combines type and length. This is called a TL-

field (“Type-length field”). [2] 

Besides SML working both as the application layer and partly as the 

presentation layer, it also has its own transport protocol. This protocol is 

used for unsecure connections. Each data type and structure of SML is 

represented by a hexadecimal code.  [2] 

 

Figure 2.6.1: The illustration shows the SML structure [2]. 

There are several different versions of SML. The most significant differ-

ence between versions can be seen in 1.03 and 1.04 which introduced the 

possibility to get data readouts represented using XML (“Extensive 

Markup Language”). The most previous version of SML also includes a 

few additions in the different data types. [2] 
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2.6.1 SML messages 

An SML message contains 6 data members: 

SML_Message ::= SEQUENCE 
{ 
transactionId Octet String, 
groupNo Unsigned8, 
abortOnError Unsigned8, 
messageBody SML_MessageBody, 
crc16 Unsigned16, 
endOfSmlMsg EndOfSmlMsg 
} 

Every member is represented as binary code. An SML package is always 

built up with multiple messages. These always consist of one opening 

message body and one closing message body. SML messages are discri-

minated by their SML_MessageBody. The message body gives informa-

tion about the purpose of the message.  

 

Fig. 5.5.1: Shows how an SML package is built up by multiple messages 

In the SML protocol, there are a total of 13 different bodies with various 

uses. Most of the message bodies have a request type and a response 

type. Since the test device, ZDUE GPRS-MUC only supports 7 of the 

message bodies; these will be used as examples. 

OpenRequest -> OpenResponse 

To identify with the device, there always has to be a message with this 

body. The sender uses OpenRequest to authenticate itself against the 

device, the receiver then composes a package containing the same kind 

of message but with an OpenResponse type, telling whether the authen-

tication was successful.  

CloseRequest -> CloseResponse 

Every SML package ends with a message containing this body. This is 

needed to mark the end incoming/outgoing messages. 
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GetListRequest -> GetListResponse 

This body type makes it possible to retrieve meter values from the 

device, using a list. Both single and multiple readings can be achieved 

through this body. The sender requests data from a certain source, and 

the device sends a response message containing the data. 

GetProfileListRequest –> GetProfileListResponse 

As well as the GetListRequest, this body is used to transfer received 

meter data. This message body takes up a little more volume than the 

GetList-body. However, the structure is simpler and can therefore be 

more efficient in some scenarios. 

GetProcParameterRequest -> GetProcParameterResponse 

In order to read the device’s parameter settings, this message body is 

used to send a request from the sender side and then receive an answer 

with specific parameter data coming back from the receiver side. 

SetProcParameterRequest 

While GetProcParameterRequest reads parameters, this message body 

sets parameters. Note that there is no response for this body, since no 

verification is used. 

AttentionResponse 

The AttentionResponse may be used to signal errors, warning or in 

some cases, acknowledges. This kind of messages is sent in special cases 

or on errors, therefore it cannot be requested. 

2.7 ZDUE GPRS-MUC 

In order to create an adaptor for the SML protocol, a test device is 

needed.  The selected test device is called ZDUE GPRS-MUC from Dr. 

Neuhaus and is a concentrator supporting remote data readouts 

through TCP/IP and GPRS/GSM. Since concentrators are used to gather 

data from energy meters, it has both wired (eHZ) and wireless 

(WMBUS) to use as meter interfaces.  One scenario where a concentrator 

like the ZDUE GPRS-MUC could be used is in a property where there 

are several energy meters within the same building. The concentrator 

acts as a gateway for remote data connections, in order to retrieve data 

from underlying meters.  
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ZDUE GPRS-MUC is provided with an application called SMART 

MUCcontrol. This application makes it possible to communicate, confi-

gure and read data from the meters that are connected to the concentra-

tor.  

This concentrator uses SML version 1.03. When transferring data; both 

concentrator to meter and concentrator to system, the SML protocol are 

used. As mentioned earlier in section 2.6, SML has its own optional 

transport protocol. The ZDUE GPRS-MUC however always uses this 

protocol while giving away meter data. 

ZDUE-GPRS-MUC has the possibility to transfer data under different 

ports depending on the security demand. The device operates without 

encryption on port 7259 and using SSL while using port 7260.  

 

Figure 2.7.1: The ZDUE-GPRS-MUC 
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3 Model 
By using all the information I can receive from Powel, the Internet and 

different kinds of documentation; this thesis will result in a critical 

review concerning the SML protocol. By the process of developing the 

adapter, both the task of adaptor development and the questions 

concerning SML will be answered.  

Since Powel has no experience regarding the SML protocol, it is hard to 

tell if the hypothesis could be correct from the start. The development of 

the adaptor is therefore an important step in order to understand the 

properties of the SML protocol. The result of the hypothesis is therefore 

depended by the learning process during the development of the 

adaptor.  

There are too many intermediate steps to include in the thesis. There-

fore, it is more suiting to keep an abstract view of the adaptor develop-

ment process and in the same time include the relevant features of SML. 

Actual code from the adaptor development will not be included since it 

would be irrelevant to the main purpose. The hypothesis that needs to 

be proved in this thesis can be proved without deep technical informa-

tion.   
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4 Solution alternatives 
There are three steps to solve the task at hand:  

 Analysis  

 Implementation  

 Testing 

4.1 Analysis 

The first step is to test the concentrator in any way that is possible in 

order to make it communicate. By capturing data traffic, a package 

analysis can be performed. Using documentation for both SML and for 

the concentrator, the different methods that are used to receive/send 

data will be studied to use in the implementation of the adaptor. The 

package sniffer Wireshark is a well-known application to read packages 

sent over lines. This tool will be used to interpret the data that pass 

between the concentrator and SMARTY MUCControl.  

 

4.2 Implementation 

The data sent forth and backwards in the analysis step will be used to 

create functions for the adaptor.  Data is transcribed to functions that are 

used to communicate between the concentrator and Powel ELIN. The 

coding process is entirely performed in Borland Builder 6. Powel has 

standard procedures when developing a new adaptor, such as libraries 

and testing tools that are to be used. The code written will be based 

around these libraries and by using preexisting code as a reference. 

4.3 Testing 

Testing will be applied at a regular basis while writing and compiling 

code. For the purpose of testing adaptors during development, Powel 

has created their own testing tool called CommTest. CommTest is 

connected to the database of Powel ELIN and runs a set of selectable 

operations against the target device. After compiling the adaptor, it is 

executed through CommTest. 
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Fig. 4.3: The illustration shows the testing application CommTest. 
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5 Result 

5.1 Connecting to the concentrator 

There are multiple ways to connect to the ZDUE GPRS-MUC. I pre-

ferred using the service port, which is a RJ45 jack used for ser-

vice/testing purposes. The concentrator was set to use a specific IP 

address within the Powel network. This made it easy to access the 

concentrator remotely from the work PC. 

5.2 Powel ELIN connection 

Powel ELIN has a broad database containing information about every 

communication point used in the system. Each adaptor has data stored 

in Powel ELIN. In order to make Powel ELIN work with the ZDUE 

GPRS-MUC, a database patch was needed to make all settings visible. 

Having the data specification (IP-address, port) in the data base enables 

the possibility to connect and test the device through CommTest. 

5.3 Line listening 

In order to understand how the meter receives and sends data, it was 

necessary to analyze the traffic passing between the concentrator and 

the PC. Since SMARTY MUCcontrol is able to handle all the functions of 

the ZDUE GPRS-MUC, it was used to understand how the SML pack-

ages were constructed. For example, in order to use the concentrator 

remotely the application needed to use a connection method. This 

method sends packages in a certain manner. By viewing these in Wire-

shark, it was possible to see the actual data as described in the SML 

documentation. 
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Fig. 5.3.1: The picture shows an example how a package containing SML data 

can look like in Wireshark. 

5.4 The SML transport layer 

Every SML message sent is wrapped within the SML transport protocol 

in order to provide error control while transferring data.  

 

Data Description 

1b 1b 1b 1b   Escape sequence 

01 01 01 01 Opening sequence 

<SML related data>  

00 00 Remainder bytes, in this case 2 bytes. 

1b 1b 1b 1b Escape sequence 

1a End of message 

02 Number of remainder bytes 

C6 9F Checksum 

Table 5.4.1: This table displays how the SML transport layer is used wrapped 

around a SML package. Note that the same data as in figure 5.3.1 is used. 
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An escape sequence is inserted in the beginning of each message. This 

sequence states that a transport protocol-related message follows. The 

syntax used is 1b 1b 1b 1b. To mark the start of a message that uses the 

SML transport protocol, a special chain of bytes is inserted. This chain is 

01 01 01 01. After this chain of bytes has been composed, SML related 

data follows. This is shown with the first 8 bytes in figure 5.1. 

After the SML related data, a number of bytes are inserted. These are 

called remainder bytes and are used in order to give the package an 

even size. The remainder bytes can vary from 0 – 3, depending on the 

result when dividing the whole data package with 4. Each remainder 

byte is displayed as 00 and is summed up before the transport layers 

checksum. Note that SML messages are also ended with the same byte 

value (00). This is not part of the remainder bytes. 

 In the end of the package, a transport layer sequence is inserted with 1b 

1b 1b 1b. This is followed by 1a (end of message). The number of re-

mainder bytes is inserted next. 

The last part of the entire transport protocol is the two byte checksum. 

The checksum is calculated by including the whole data package except 

the checksum itself. The checksum is then calculated using CRC16-

CCITT. [1]  

The remainder bytes, end sequence, remainder count and the checksum 

can be observed by looking at the last 10 bytes in figure 5.1   

5.5 Making packages readable 

To understand how the different messages are composited by different 

types of message bodies, it is necessary investigate the binary data. 

Therefore, this shows an example of the binary codes and what they 

represent. Each of these data types (integers, lists etc.), are specified in 

the SML documentation. This example is used to give a brief under-

standing how the binary notation is transcribed to ASN.1. 

 

Data Description 

1b 1b 1b 1b 01 01 01 01 SML transport layer: start 

76 7 = list, 6 elements following. 
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81 0d 

The TL-field:  

By using the last nibbles of both values, 

these round up to 1d ( 29).  

43 6f 6e 6e 65 63 74 3b 

42 31 30 38 45 46 31 37 

43 46 30 32 3b 6f 70 65 

6e 3b 31 

OctetString value (in this case, the 

transaction id). This value’s length is 

represented by the TL-field above (29 , 

the TL-field bytes are included in the 

length. 

62 
6 = integer, 2 = length of 2 (including 

the TL-field) 

01 Value. (In this case, the group number) 

Table 5.5.1: Shows bytes translated to SML values. 

Each value has a type-length (TL) field preceding them. The first nibble 

of these bytes shows the type of the following value and the last nibble 

shows the length. In some cases, the length exceeds 15 bytes. An addi-

tional type-length field then needs to be added. The first nibble is set to 

1000 (8 as an integer) which signals that a following type-length field 

exists. By using the first nibble of the last byte, the type is discovered. 

The length is shown by putting the last nibbles of the type-length bytes 

together. 

5.6 Coding solution 

The hypothesis for this report is that the SML protocol lacks the qualifi-

cation to handle devices without vendor specific customizations. In 

order to prove this thesis, the adaptor development process has strived 

to keep the code generic and reusable. 

5.6.1 Design 

By creating classes that implements the SML protocol, the integration of 

a different device would be possible, even if the SML protocol would 

prove to be slightly vendor specific. 

The adaptor is based on Powel’s framework. This framework operates 

from the application layer where data is gathered, processed and stored 

in the database, down to the transport layer where single bytes are 

handled.  
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To keep a logical and proper code structure, the classes are built upon 

the principle that most classes represent layers. There are more classes 

than the ones described. Some basic classes have been left out to be able 

to keep an abstract and comprehensible overview. 

 

Fig 5.7.1: This figure displays how the code layout has been done. 

5.6.2 cUnit 

cUnit is a standard class used for developing Powel ELIN adaptors. This 

class receives parameters and operations from the Powel ELIN system. 

5.6.3 cProtocolLayer 

The first SML specific code layer is used to provide support for the 

different operations that can be requested. cProtocolLayer is ordered to 

execute certain operations by the parent class, cUnit.  

5.6.4 cSMLBinaryLayer 

The binary layer takes care of data that needs to be encoded or decoded 

from or to binary data. For each operation this layer uses, cBinaryLayer 

encodes or decodes instances of the cSMLMessagePackage.  Each of the 

classes that are handled by cSMLBinaryLayer contains encod-

ing/decoding functions. These functions are called through child classes 

in cSMLBinaryLayer. 
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5.6.5 cSMLMessagePackage 

When sending data, guidelines are needed.  These guidelines specify the 

exact data that is needed for operations. They are created using in-

stances of cSMLMessagePackage, which represent a collection of 

cSMLMessage.  

5.6.6 cSMLMessage 

The cSMLMessage contains the same data members as described in 

section 2.6. cProtocolLayer decides how many packages that needs to be 

sent and makes cSMLBinaryLayer convert them to binary data. This 

data is next to be handled by cSMLTransportLayer which adds the 

necessary bytes that are included in the SML transport layer. 

5.6.7 cSMLTransportLayer 

The cSMLTransportLayer uses the cPort_Layer to receive or to send 

data. In order to make sure the package is undamaged; the SML trans-

port layer is used to check the data between the start and ending bytes; 

comparing the checksum. If the package passes the check, it is sent up to 

the cSMLBinaryLayer which uses the raw data to determine the type of 

package that will be used. The package is later received by the cProto-

colLayer which sums up the packages and transforms data into a 

readable format for cUnit.  

5.6.8 cPort_Layer 

This class is, like cUnit, a part of the Powel adaptor framework. It is 

used to read and to send actual chains of bytes by CPort which is 

working in the bottom of the class stack.  As comparison to the cPort 

class, this class gathers byte chains while the cPort class takes one byte at 

a time. This class was needed to be modified in order to work with the 

SML transport layer, hence it tests the checksum that comes with a 

message and disregards the message if the checksum doesn’t match.  

5.6.9 cPort 

As a part of Powels adaptor framework, cPort has functions that listen 

for data. When data is directed to the adaptor, this function picks up the 

load, one byte at a time.  

5.7 Setting device time 

The goal of this thesis was to prove that the SML protocol needs specifi-

cation depending on the vendor, but also to develop an adaptor for 
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Powel, that may be used in the future. Due to lack of time, only one 

feature was implemented. 

When collecting meter date from communication points, time needs to 

be synchronized. Since data may need to be gathered within a certain 

time window. In order to make this possible, a time setting function in 

the adaptor is necessary. The manufacturer of the test device uses a 

certain OBIS code for this purpose. By using this code in a certain 

combination of SML messages, device time can be sent or read. 

SML_SetProcParameter.Req ::= SEQUENCE 
{ 
serverId Octet String OPTIONAL, 
username Octet String OPTIONAL, 
password Octet String OPTIONAL, 
parameterTreePath SML_TreePath, 
parameterTree SML_Tree 
}  

The first tree parameters are used for identification. parameterTreePath 

represents an SML_TreePath. An Octet String translates to a chain of 

bytes. 

SML_TreePath ::= SEQUENCE OF 
{ 
path_Entry Octet String 
} 

SML_TreePath defines which codes are requested, in this case, the OBIS 

code 01 00 00 09 0B 00 is provided.  This code stands for the device time 

setting. Once it is clear which setting that needs to be set, the new value 

of the setting is provided in parameterTree. 

SML_Tree ::= SEQUENCE 
{ 
parameterName Octet String, 
parameterValue SML_ProcParValue OPTIONAL, 
child_List List_of_SML_Tree OPTIONAL 
} 

SML_Tree contains a type of value. First, the name of the parameter is 

specified, as it was in the SML_TreePath. Then the SML_ProcParValue 

shows what type and value that needs to be sent. 

SML_ProcParValue ::= CHOICE 
{ 
smlValue [0x01] SML_Value, 
smlPeriodEntry [0x02] SML_PeriodEntry, 
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smlTupelEntry [0x03] SML_TupelEntry, 
smlTime [0x04] SML_Time 
}  

In the previous SML data the types are shown in ASN.1 as SEQUENCE, 

meaning that there are parameters all written in the same order, whe-

reas CHOICE represents one value that needs to be selected. Since it is 

time that needs to be accessed, the option 0x04 will be provided, which 

stands for SML_Time. 

SML_Time ::= CHOICE 
{ 
secIndex [0x01] Unsigned32, 
timestamp [0x02] SML_Timestamp 
} 

Next option is to pick the time format. The first option, secIndex, stands 

for seconds that may represent the seconds passed since a specified 

time. SML_Timestamp represents UNIX time, UNIX time is the seconds 

counted from 01.01.1970, 00:00:00. 

 

Since the ZDUE GPRS-MUC uses a timestamp, 0x02 for 

SML_Timestamp is used. After the selection the actual time value 

follows. 

The last member of SML_Tree is List_of_SML_Tree. This is used if there 

are multiple values provided in one SML_Tree element. However, since 

no more values needed to be passed, this element is disabled. Note that 

the TL-field is included when dealing with data length. For example, a 

TL-field with the value 09 would be an Octet String of 8 bytes.  

The result of this will be the following: 

72 (List with 2 elements)  

          63 (Unsigned16 following, 2 bytes) 

               06 00 (The sequence code describing SetProcParameterRequest) 

          75 (List of 5 elements, this matches the SetProcParameter body)                     

               08 (OctetString of length 8) 

                     05 c0 d0 44 fd 0b 25 (serverId) 

               09 (OctetString of length 9) 
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                     6f 70 65 72 61 74 6f 72 (username) 

               09 (OctetString of length 9) 

                     6f 70 65 72 61 74 6f 72 (password) 

               71 (List of 1 element, matches SML_TreePath) 

                      07 (OctetString of length 7) 

                             01 00 00 09 0b 00 (OBIS code for the current time)  

               73 (List of 3 elements, matches SML_Tree) 

                     07 (Octet string of length 7) 

                             01 00 00 09 b 00 (OBIS code for the current time) 

                     72 (List of 2 elements, matches SML_ProcParamVal) 

                              62 (Unsigned8, 1 byte) 

                                     04 (Shows what kind of value is delivered) 

                              72 (List of 2 elements, matches SML_Time) 

                                     62 (Unsigned8, 1 byte) 

                                             02 (Shows the CHOICE, SML_Time) 

                                      65  

                                              07 c0 70 ec (Shows the UNIX time in bytes) 

                  01 (The last element of SML_Tree, List_Of_SML_Tree, 

disabled, therefore displayed as 01.  

By looking at the chain of bytes written above and comparing it with the 

ASN.1-structures of the SML_SetProcParameter-element; it is possible to 

see the connection between binary data and the abstract overview that 

ASN.1 provides.   

5.8 What parts are vendor specific? 

This thesis is striving to debunk the possibility for SML to be fully 

generic and to operate without vendor specification. This chapter shows 
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the specifications that have been discovered while developing the 

adaptor. 

5.8.1 Message structure 

The documentation of the test device ZDUE GPRS-MUC states that 

some settings that are unique for this device.  Most of these exceptions 

are described as optional in the SML documentation.  Therefore, while 

reading or writing data; there might be some part of the message that 

has to be left out. The part that would be left out is all depended on the 

documentation of the vendor. 

Not only is the structure within messages varying between devices. The 

fact that some message bodies are excluded is also a part of the vendor 

specifications that exist in SML. 

5.8.2 XML 

The SML version makes the protocol adaption different to other ven-

dors. In the latest version of SML (1. 04), XML encoding can be used. 

Since the data is handled differently in the application layer, this cannot 

be used by older versions.  [10] 

5.8.3 Transport layer 

As mentioned before, an optional transport layer is offered within SML. 

This transport layer is used to show the start and stop of SML message 

but also to check for errors. The SML documentation describes it as 

valuable while transferring data across unstable connections, such as 

readouts over GSM modems.  

The ZDUE-GPRS-MUC is using this layer, even if the connection is 

stable. [10] 

All versions of SML have the possibility to use this transport layer; 

however, since it is optional there is no guarantee that the transport 

layer is used.   

5.8.4 Vendor parameters 

Some of the data types used in the SML protocol is in the test device set 

to a limited length. This makes a generic code solution harder, when 

trying to approximate the length of data types. 
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6 Discussion 
By following the result presented in this thesis, an approximation can be 

done on how to develop an adaptor for an energy management system. 

This subject is something that might not be known by most. However, 

this thesis also is valuable in the way of describing the development and 

usage of SML. There is little information to be found concerning SML 

and therefore this thesis could be a good source for information about 

what SML is and also how the protocol works practically. This thesis 

would also profit someone who is developing solutions using the SML 

protocol. 

 

Judging by the information given in the result section, it is obvious that 

developing an adaptor is an advanced process. This requires time both 

to analyze but also implement a solution.  In almost every case, a special 

kind of solution needs to be made for each adaptor. However, if there 

are adaptors for the same brand with little technical difference, the 

development time would probably be decreased. This could be 

comparable to devices that have different vendors but uses the SML 

protocol.  

 

The results displayed in section 5.8 shows several reasons why the SML 

protocol needs vendor specific customization. 

First of all, the message structure that is explained in 5.8.1 is dependent 

on vendor specific parameters. This means that the implementation of 

the SML data members needs to be created after the structure that the 

vendor provided.  

 

Further, the issue stated in 5.8.2 shows that an SML device which uses 

XML encoding may complicate the possibility to develop an adaptor 

which should be used for devices with different vendors. The reason 

causing this is that a special class would need to be implemented to 

handle XML. The XML feature should then need to be switched on 

depending on the SML version that has been used by the vendor.  
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The transport layer of SML which is described in section 5.8.3, is a 

feature that can be used as an option within an adaptor. It could be 

switched on and off depending on the circumstances. Despite this being 

a feature that can exist in every adaptor implantation, the section 5.8.4 

shows that this feature is mandatory by the selected test device. 

Therefore one must make the assumption that the transport protocol 

setting might have to be customized depending on the vendor or device.  

 

These facts concerning the SML protocol leads to the conclusion that 

SML is a vendor independent protocol. One implementation of the 

protocol cannot work against all devices or vendors. However, it is a 

flexible protocol which would make it easy to use the current code and 

functionalities, for future projects. 

 

In the start of this project, the goal was to develop a fully functional 

adaptor that could do all the basic functions that a Powel ELIN adaptor 

should be able to do. However, since the time limit was exceeded, only 

one basic function could be developed. This function is to set the 

communication point’s time, which is shown in section 5.7. Also, as 

figure 2.1 describes, there should be two units within an adaptor, one 

Com-unit and one Proc-unit. Only one of these (the Com-unit) was 

developed. Fortunately, since the Proc unit merely is used for 

transferring gathered data from one place to another, it had no 

relevance on the project hypothesis. Neither the fact that only one basic 

function was implemented had any impact on the final result.   

6.1 Future 

Since there are many different protocols used for meters, it would be 

interesting to see a comparison between the SML protocol and different 

protocols. The research could involve performance tests but also include 

security aspects.  Another interesting view would be to have the adaptor 

fully developed and applied on different devices or vendors.  
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6.2 Comments 

My experience with this thesis has been very rewarding and it has given 

me a good insight within both adaptor development and the SML 

protocol. I found the adaptor development interesting and if I would get 

another chance to work with adaptor development, I would take it. The 

hardest but also most fun task was before the byte pattern was solved.  

It was very interesting how rows of mere byte data suddenly turned in 

to something that I could read and understand. The process of creating 

this thesis has made me learn more about programming in general and 

how to produce better code.  
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